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A recent book contained a
chapter with an intriguing title:
‘growing down’, and I found
myself fascinated with the idea.
It reminded me vividly of its
exact opposite; the question that
we can all ask ourselves, even
at age 70, ‘what am I going to
do when I grow up?’ When I
was a child that question
haunted me for years: I’d be a
teacher, a lawyer, a ….what? I
didn’t have any idea, until one
day lightning struck in the form
of my introduction to
Catholicism and contemplative
life.
Yet ‘growing up’
remains a much-discussed topic,
even among supposedly grown
up adults. Growing down? Who
ever heard of that? We all
hanker to move upwards, don’t
we? Upward mobility means
more education, better job,
bigger house, more expensive
car, luxurious vacations, status,
power, money, and so on. From
the Christian standpoint,
growing up means something
different, but still, it means up:
heaven is ‘up’, there is a ladder
of divine ascent, we are called
to triumph over our faults and
shortcomings. Jacob saw a

ladder reaching up to heaven,
Elijah ascended up in the fiery
chariot, Enoch was taken up,
Paul was caught up to heaven
where he saw and heard things
that no voice can tell. Jesus
himself ascended up to heaven
in the clouds.
From childhood on
we’ve been taught to think that
up is a good thing, and down is
not. Yet what if we pay
attention to a different strand of
Christianity, no less important,
but generally overlooked. What
if we pay attention to the
downward strand?
After all, the Word of
God descended to earth, into the
womb of the Virgin Mary,
becoming human like us. Paul
tells us that ‘Jesus did not count
equality with God something to
be grasped, but humbled
himself….’ Clearly, a
downward movement.
And what about that
much shunned word ‘humility?’
It’s surely got a bad rap! We
don’t like to talk about it, or
even think about it. It brings
with it overtones of
complacency, of meekness, of
letting ourselves be taken
advantage of, letting ourselves

be walked all over, letting
ourselves settle for second best,
or even less.
So how about using the
words ‘growing down’ instead?
What a delightful new twist on
an old and important theme.
The word ‘humility’ after all,
comes from ‘humus,’ which as
any gardener can tell you,
simply means earth. Not merely
earth, but the best of earth:
compost. Growing down is
about rooting ourselves in earth.
The earth of our own lives, our
ordinary, daily, humdrum lives.
It’s about sending down roots,
strong roots, deep into the earth
of our lives, of our faith, of our
churches, of our communities.
When we grow down, we learn
to accept ourselves as we are:
warts, bumps, excess pounds,
tempers, limitations, all the
things that we’d so like to grow
up and out of.
When we are intent
upon growing up, we’re all too
often intent upon living in our
heads, and consequently cut off
from our deeper selves.
Growing down, we learn to live
more deeply, from our hearts,
from our faith, from the reality
of our messy, unwieldy,
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unmanageable life situations,
which we’d often love to escape
up and out of, but are instead
called, like Jesus, to live down
into.
Growing down means
living as a member of this
bruised, hurting, wounded
family of humanity. It means
accepting my own bruised,
hurting, wounded self.
Amazingly enough,
when we can do this, and when
we can be content to send down
roots into our own messiness,
and open ourselves in it to the
Lord; amazingly, we find that
the Lord is already right there in
it too. God has put down roots
in the compost pile of our lives.
If we instead yearn to grow up
and out of it, all too often we
find we’ve grown away from
God.
As we rake leaves this
autumn, and prepare to clean
out our gardens, let’s remember
that the compost piles we build
will bring us good soil next
year. Let’s remember also that
the compost piles of our lives
are the very places where the
unseen God lurks and waits for
us to grow down into them, into
the place where he already
dwells.

BAKE SALES
TRANSFIGURATION
HERMITAGE
needs your generosity and
support
for continued growth.
Please use the enclosed
envelope
or visit our online shop
at
www.transfigurationhermitage.org
We also are building an endowment
fund for future growth. Please
consider remembering us in your
bequests, legacies, trusts, transfers,
gifts.

WISH LIST
REVISITED:

As you know, one of our
primary means of self-support is
through holding bake sales at
nearby parishes. Please support
us when we are at your parish
by purchasing some of Sr.
Bernadette’s wonderful baked
goods, entrees, jams, and
breads. Know that you are
supporting your local
contemplative life. And we
thank you!
October 7 & 8
St. Francis of Assisi
Belfast
November 19
St. Mary
Bangor
December 2 & 3
St. Bernard
Rockland
You can also help by purchasing
online at
www.transfigurationhermitage.org

__________________________
We had two huge wishes
in our last newsletter, and I’m
happy to report that one of them
has been filled through the
generosity of scores
of wonderful people.
We received more
than enough funds to
pay the $2695
attorney fees for the
I-129 application to
bring our candidate
Cathy here from
Nairobi, as well as
the $460 for the visa application
itself. The application is about
to be filed, so now we ask your
prayers that in this very
challenging time, we are
approved to host Cathy,

and that she gets approved for
her religious worker visa.
Our second request,
funding of $5,000 for much
needed repairs to the
retreat house, is still in
the works. We’ve
received nearly $1,000 of
this funding, but have a
long way to go. We
continue to ask your
support for this vitally
important project.

And a great big
THANK YOU!!!
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VOLUNTEERS &
IN KIND
DONATIONS

GAIL’S FUND
May-July 2017

We still have a long way to go
to pay for our much loved new
chapel, but with the help of the
following people, we’re
working on it!
Margaret & Roger Alexander
Angela Gilladoga
Dick & Sharon Marchi
Janice Mellyn, mem Larry
Erik & Ellen Parker, mem Pepere
Fernand Rossignol
Patricia Shaw
Irene Siket
The Turgeon Family

We still have many leaves on
the giving tree available for
your name or memorial name,
for $300, and also six Stations
of the Cross, for your memorial
name for $500. We are so
grateful for all your generous
support, not only financially,
but even more your prayerful
support as well. And we always
hold YOU in our prayers each
and every day!

We’ve been blessed with so
many helpful volunteers, and
many who have also made in
kind offerings – we are grateful
for those fresh eggs from Sue
Kenney, for the coffee table
from Tom Hanrahan, for the
book, the plants and the pots
from Pat Shaw, for the many
gifts from Mary Fernandes
(not to mention keeping the
books on the straight and
narrow!), for the stamps from
Gunner Wood and Patricia
Bates, for the lawn raking and
trash pickup by KelLee Gray
and the Catholic Scout
children, and for the newsletter
setup and layout from Peggy
Powis, all the way out in
Indiana! Very specially for the
handyman help from Bob
Lamothe, and from two very
wonderful guys: Andy
Turgeon and Al Parker who
donated and built the chicken
coop to end all chicken coops, a
veritable chicken palace! And
when the foxes intervened (see
story page 3), Andy returned to
build a fox proof fence!
Thanks to one and all for your
wonderful help and generosity.
Among the many benefits to us:
we get to know some fantastic
people when they come to help
out!

Autumn is the best of times for
a retreat in our relaxing and
beautiful retreat house! The
bugs are gone, the weather is
beautiful, and the nights are
cool. Take some down-time for
yourself and rediscover the
peace and serenity of being
present in solitude with the
Lord.
Call us
(207)445-8031
Email

Still only $45 per overnight
and
you get to enjoy
Sr. Bernadette’s
wonderful cooking!
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May - July 2017
Anon (6)
John Allison
Glenn Angell
Christine Arbour
Ralph & Marie Ardito
Mary & Robert Arell
Helen King Atallah
Beverly Bartosiak
Janet Bartosiak
Ellen Bilodeau
Jean Bott
mem Wm. Bott
Toni Brann
mem Isola Tardiff
& Goldie Cunningham
Toni Brann
mem Donald Rodrigue
Julie Brawn
mem grandchild & family
Ruth Calderwood
Arline & Richard Caron
Ethel Champaco
Nancy Charette
Josephine Chasse
Ruth Covell
Deborah Cox
Rita Crowley
Donna Dufour
mem Brooks Joseph Dufour
Sr. Bette Edl
Peter & Rosemarie Felt
Mary Fitts
Carol Foote
Deacon Walter & Sue Foster
Carolyn Frost
Barbara Gawle
Angela Gilladoga
Marie & Dorothy Gondek
Thomas Goyne
Ron & Gay Grant
Elizabeth Grimard
mem Charles Hutchings
Geri Guerette
mem Dr. Ray Guerette
Elizabeth Hanel
mem Nancy Hanel
Elizabeth Harmon
mem L.H.Ford
Margaret Henry
Kerry Hughes
Susan Hyde

The Second Annual

Nancy Iacono
Bill Kiely, Jr.
Marjorie Knuuti
Rev. Jude M. Krill OFM
mem Michael A. Krill
Anne P. Kuebel
Louise & Bob Lamothe
mem Theresa Anctil
Dick & Sharon Marchi
Kathleen Martin
Claudette & Phil Michaud
Mrs Brian Morin
honor Barbara Gawle
Mrs. William Moskosky
Miles & Lidia Nugent
mem brother John Marino
Austine M. O’Connor
Rev. Brent Otto, SJ
Alan Parker
Ken & Pat Parker
Norman Pomerleau
Donna Ptak
mem Thomas Berry Cobb
Gloria & Renaldo Raquiza
Amanda Reynolds
Carol Rice
mem Kathleen Garber
Rev. Ray Richard
Linda Roden
mem son Tony
Dorothy Rogers
Marilyn Roper
mem Elbridge (Boo)Gagnon
& Claudette
Ann Rust
Paul & Dianne Schelble
Susan Shaw
Patricia Turner
Donald Vereault
Gabrielle Wicklow
Bill Williams
mem Patricia Gorman Williams
Shawn & Rita Yardley
Please, if we have omitted your
name, or misspelled it, let us
know! And thank you, one and all,
for your loving and generous
support.

Feeding
the Soul
Save the date! Save the
date! Save the date!
Sunday, October 22
from 1 – 4PM
at the Elks Club
Rt. 27 - Augusta
This year's theme:

Listen!
Featured speakers:

Gary Crocker
Maine Humorist

Ken Parker

Maine's own
Garrison Keillor!

Sr. Elizabeth Wagner
author, retreat leader, and
spiritual director

Come for a great lunch,
great storytellers/speakers,
great entertainment, and
above all, come to nourish
your soul with the great
taste of spiritual wisdom!
Tickets are $25, available
from the Hermitage at
(207)445-8031.
benedicite@fairpoint.net
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BOOK REVIEW
Living Wisdom The Mission and
Transmission of Monasticism
by Christiana Piccardo, OCSO,
transl. by Erik Varden, OCSO.
Paraclete Press, Brewster, MA:
2004, 116 pp.
Abbess of the flourishing
Cistercian community of
Vitorchiano in Italy, Mother
Cristiana writes well and
thoroughly of the beginnings of
the community, the changes it
underwent after Vatican II, and
its numerous foundations from
1968 through
1987. But this
is not a
historical
accounting,
this is an
exposition of
the theological
and spiritual
underpinnings,
an account of
the faith and
prayer that
brought about
this abundance
of life. It
opens with a
somewhat tedious theological
setting of ‘monasticism and the
world today.’ I say tedious,
because it is somewhat cerebral,
and also I felt, somewhat
limited in its discussion of the
difficulties people have with
faith in today’s world.
To me, the wonderful
heart of the book are the
chapters on ‘The Path of
Conversion,’ ‘On Teaching
How to Love,’ and finally,
though I dislike the title, ‘The
Path of Sonship.’ These
chapters are immensely rich,
dense with spiritual insight and

wisdom. Here is a sample:
“…God’s mercy is present in
every time and space of the
human condition. Only through
intense personal experience of
this fact will we be led to pass
from an arrogance that is easily
scandalized, that sits in
judgment on others, to a
merciful compassion and
openness to others. This is when
our life becomes contemplative,
a space charged with God’s
living Presence, a manifestation

of saving Mercy.” Christiana
details their pedagogy with
newcomers in novitiate and
monasticate (the three years
after first vows), and
enumerates the wisdom they
have learned to guide the young
monastics along the way of
humility, obedience, and
openness to Christ and to all.
I have a few difficulties with the
book, for I find it a bit too sure
of itself in terms of relating the
process of Vitorchiano and its
foundations. True, there are
comments, here and there, about

the difficulties involved, but
overall Vitorchiano comes
across as about as perfect as it is
possible to be! Perhaps it is my
failure to overcome skepticism,
though, for surely they are
doing something right: at the
time of printing, after making
several foundations, the Abbey
still is home to 80 nuns.
I also found a difficulty
with the overuse of ‘sonship.’
Could it not at least have been
written as son and
daughtership?
Surely there is
nothing wrong
with a bit of
openness to
using more
contemporary
terms.
Overall
however, the
book is well
worth reading,
if you are
seeking to
deepen and
enrich your
understanding
of the process
of integration of life, the
difficulties that arise in doing
so, and appreciating the
importance of understanding the
profound and life-giving
theological underpinning of the
spiritual journey. Especially
helpful, I believe, to those doing
formation work, or spiritual
direction.
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